Recommendations for Athletes to Vaccinate against SARS-CoV-2

Empfehlungen für Sportler zur Impfung gegen SARS-CoV-2

Summary

- After prioritization of populations with risk factors for severe courses of Covid-19 ("Corona") and occupational groups with a high number of close contacts with patients and other human beings, from now onward (performance-oriented) athletes will be considered for vaccination.
- Recommendations for vaccinations in this target group can be different from the ones for the general population in some aspects. However, there are only very few scientifically valid findings that may guide vaccinating medical doctors.
- This article summarizes available evidence and formulates recommendations for vaccinations in (high-performance) athletes.
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Zusammenfassung

- Für die aktuell durchgeführten Impfungen gegen SARS-CoV-2 ("Corona") kommen nach Priorisierung von Gruppen mit Risikofaktoren für schwere Krankheitsverläufe und Berufsgruppen mit hohen Kontaktzahlen nun zunehmend auch (Leistungs-) Sportler in Betracht.
- Empfehlungen zum Vorgehen beim Impfen dieser Zielgruppe können sich von jenen der Allgemeinbevölkerung in einzelnen Punkten unterscheiden. Allerdings liegen bislang kaum wissenschaftlich verwertbare Befunde vor, auf die sich implizierende Ärzte stützen können.
- Dieser Artikel fasst die aktuelle Studienlage zusammen und formuliert Empfehlungen zum Vorgehen bei Impfungen für (Leistungs-)Sportler.
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General Considerations about Vaccination of Athletes

Vaccination recommendations for the general population (e.g., those from STIKO) cannot be simply transferred to athletes, particularly not to high-performance athletes,

because the balance between vaccination risks and immunity effects is partly different. Local or systemic side effects may impair the eligibility for training and competition whereas such constraints would not necessarily result for other (occupational) activities. On the other hand side, the protection resulting from a vaccination is potentially more valuable for athletes because their exposition to infectious agents who are preventable by vaccination it typically larger due to close body contacts and frequent travelling. After weighing advantages and disadvantages of vaccinations for athletes, recent publications tend to set the indication for vaccinations rather generously (6,14). As an example, this is true for influenza and hepatitis A which are regularly only recommended for certain target groups or situations. However, the authors clearly state that available scientific studies about questions in the context of vaccinating (high-performance) athletes are rare.

Besides the general consideration whether to get vaccinated or not, a second aspect for athletes is if and under which circumstances their resulting immunity might be impaired. Such scepticism stems from older findings which insinuate a temporarily reduced immunocompetence after acute exercise (so called “open window”; 9, 10) or even a long-term detriment (“J-shaped curve”; 8). However, meanwhile it is concluded that accumulated knowledge is not sufficient to postulate a transient or chronically impaired immunity from repeated strenuous training and competition in athletes (2). In this regard, changes being observed during the “open window” rather belong to the unspecific immune response that is not centrally involved in the development of the immunological memory. In addition, there are no concrete findings indicating an impaired vaccination response in competitive athletes. The few studies that have addressed the topic seem to support a regular or even above average immune response in (high-performance) athletes (3, 7, 11). Even negative effects from a training session immediately preceding vaccination have not been found (13).
Side effects were not more frequent than in control subjects and never so pronounced that training sessions had to be cancelled (7, 13). A limitation is that all recent studies were conducted using dead vaccines (influenza, hepatitis B).

It can be carefully derived from existing evidence that indications for vaccinations in performance-oriented athletes should be set rather liberally and that relevant vaccination-dependent impairments of the ongoing training process are not to be expected. High-performance training neither challenges the immunological success of vaccination nor does it lead to an overproportionate likelihood of side effects.

Currently, no scientific studies are available about vaccination against SARS-CoV-2 in athletes. One of the obvious reasons for this fact is the low priority that is assigned to young and healthy athletes in many countries with regard to urgency of their vaccination. Therefore, derivations can only be made from SARS-CoV-2 vaccinations in other populations or - with some reservation - from studies in athletes using other vaccines. An aggravating circumstance is that 2 of 4 vaccines that have been approved in the European Union are mRNA-based (Comirnaty from BionTech-Pfizer and Covid-19 Vaccine Moderna from Moderna) and, thus, do represent a new vaccination concept. Similarly, for vector-based vaccines like the other two ones being approved (Vaxzevria from AstraZeneca, Covid-19 Vaccine Janssen from Johnson & Johnson) the available evidence is not satisfactory because only few vaccines have been developed of that type so far.

When vaccination is carried out according to the administrative approval (Comirnaty twice within 3-6 weeks, Covid-19 Vaccine Moderna twice within 4-6 weeks, Vaxzevria twice within 9-12 weeks; Covid-19 Vaccine Janssen as a single shot) for both mRNA vaccines as well as for Vaxzevria a similar efficacy can be expected for the avoidance of severe courses of Covid-19. Efficacy is a bit lower for Covid-19 Vaccine Janssen presumably due to the fact that an approval was already targeted after only one injection. A summary about vaccine properties can be found in figure 1.

In their respective approval studies, vaccines were either tested against sodium chloride or against another vaccine (1, 5, 12, 15). As with all vaccinations, local side effects were recorded (local pain at injection site, reddening, swelling). Additionally, systemic side effects like fatigue, fever, chilling or headache and myalgias occurred. A comparison between such results is not valid because vaccines were not tested against each other in a single study. It appeared that side effects were stronger after the second injection with Comirnaty whereas this was the other way round for Vaxzevria.

Different profiles of side effects can be derived from reports to the Paul-Ehrlich-Institut: Whilst the mRNA vaccine from BioNTech mainly elicited local pain, headache and particularly fatigue, after application of the AstraZeneca vaccine fever and chilling dominated. The Moderna vaccine most frequently led to rashes and itching. Data about Johnson & Johnson’s vaccine do not exist in this database because it has not been applied in Germany so far. Very rare side effects were brought up by the media over the last few months. Data from the Paul-Ehrlich-Institut show that allergic reactions to the vaccines are in the frequency range of 1:100,000 vaccinations with slightly higher values for Comirnaty. Thrombocytopenias (reduction of the blood platelets) and thromboses were recorded for all vaccines but more frequently for Vaxzevria from AstraZeneca.

Based on the risk profile for side effects of all available vaccines it makes sense not to plan any important training sessions, journeys or even competitions for 2 days afterwards. Also, to make sure that professional medical care can be provided after allergic reactions, vaccinees should remain at the vaccination center (or general practitioner) for about 30 minutes. Intake of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (“pain killers”) is possible when complaints become too severe. A prophylactic use is not recommended. The preferrable substance is paracetamol which should not be taken earlier than 6 hours after vaccination because otherwise there is a danger or lower vaccination titers (4).

In athletes who have endured a symptomatic SARS-CoV-2 infection only a single-shot vaccination (all vaccines possible) is recommended not earlier than 6 months later. The reason for such postponement is that after a symptomatic infection immunity develops for at least 6 months which means that an earlier vaccination would not lead to any relevant advantage. In addition, there exist anecdotal reports that side effects might be larger after a vaccination too early after initial infection. However, no systematic studies are available about that question. A further reason for the 6 months recommendation is an existing shortage of vaccines. From a population perspective, it is more important to offer the first vaccination to a person that has not yet developed any immunity.

When a SARS-CoV-2 infection remained symptom-free and there are no other clinical indicators for a likely existing immunity (e. g. antibody titers or low Ct values in the initial positive PCR test) a complete vaccination after 3-6 months can be considered. Such a consideration may take other individual circumstances like competition schedules into account. Main criterion should be whether the slightly increased likelihood for side effects is more important or safety from future contagions. In this situation, the one-shot vaccination from Johnson & Johnson might be a pragmatic choice.

Vaccination schedules may vary from the ones of the approval studies, particularly for Vaxzevria. In Germany, this vaccine is currently not recommended for persons below 60 years of age. When a first shot has already been made with this vaccine, the second one can be carried out with the same vaccine but changing to another one is possible, too. Under the given circumstances, the most likely second vaccine will be Comirnaty. Data from animal studies suggest that vaccination success will not be impaired by such a switch. Of course, no statements about side effects are possible based on these investigations. Due to logistical problems in many vaccination centres, a choice between vaccines will not be possible for the second shot.
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placed immediately prior to important competitions or training sessions. According to first reports, Vaxzevria leads to side effects more frequently after the first injection whereas the mRNA vaccines tend to do this after the booster injection.

• In cases of an endured Covid-19 disease, a single booster injection should be applied after 6 months. When the infection was asymptomatic, the decision about vaccination procedures should be based on all available clinical information and possibly on competition schedules. In such cases, a "de novo" (complete) vaccination may be considered.

• Under the current circumstances, there is no choice of the vaccine for each individual athlete. In principle, all vaccines can be utilized. The available vaccines have different efficacy, side effects and temporal profiles of their effects. Particularly the efficacy against virus variants cannot be assessed at this moment because new ones are steadily arising (e.g. from India). An advantage of vaccines from BionTech, Moderna and AstraZeneca is its better protective effect whereas the Johnson & Johnson vaccine owns the simplest vaccination schedule and potentially a shorter overall duration of side effects given that only one injection is needed.

• Covid-19 Vaccine Janssen should be considered when it is necessary to quickly produce immune protection, e.g. shortly before an important competition. Another reason could be the collision of a second injection with inevitable other requirements, e.g. an absence due to a longer lasting event.

• It can be expected that the pandemic will last for many months or even years and that new virus mutations occur. Therefore, it has to be taken into account that booster vaccinations with slightly altered vaccines will be necessary - similar to influenza.
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Figure 1
Summary of relevant properties of currently available SARS-CoV-2 vaccines, modified after Paul-Ehrlich-Institut (https://www.pei.de/DE/arzneimittel/impfstoffe/covid-19/covid-19-node.html).
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